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ﭘﮋﻭﻫﺶ ﺣﺎﺿﺮ ﺑﺎ ﻫﺪﻑ ﺑﺮﺭﺳﯽ ﺭﺍﺑﻄﻪ ﺍﻓﮑﺎﺭ ﺧﻮﺩﺁﯾﻨﺪ ﻣﻨﻔﯽ ﻭ ﺧﻮﺩﺗﻨﻈﯿﻤﯽ ﯾﺎﺩﮔﯿﺮﯼ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻌﻠﻞ ﻭﺭﺯﯼ ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ
ﺩﺍﻧﺶ ﺁﻣﻮﺯﺍﻥ ﻣﻘﻄﻊ ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻄﻪ ﺩﻭﻡ ﺍﻧﺠﺎﻡ ﮔﺮﻓﺖ ﻭ ﺍﺯ ﻧﻮﻉ ﭘﮋﻭﻫﺶﻫﺎﯼ ﺗﻮﺻﯿﻔﯽ -ﻫﻤﺒﺴﺘﮕﯽ ﻣﯽ¬ﺑﺎﺷﺪ .ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ
ﭘﮋﻭﻫﺸﯽ ﺩﺭ ﺍﯾﻦ ﺑﺮﺭﺳﯽ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ  250ﻧﻔﺮ ﺍﺯ ﺩﺍﻧﺶ ﺁﻣﻮﺯﺍﻥ ﻣﻘﻄﻊ ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻄﻪ ﺩﻭﻡ ﺳﺒﺰﻭﺍﺭ ﻣﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺭﻭﺵ
ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﮔﯿﺮﯼ ﺩﺭ ﺩﺳﺘﺮﺱ ﺍﻧﺘﺨﺎﺏ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ .ﺩﺍﺩﻩ¬ﻫﺎﯼ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﺍﺯ ﻃﺮﯾﻖ ﻣﻘﯿﺎﺱ ﺗﻌﻠﻞ ﻭﺭﺯﯼ ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ )،(TPS
ﺍﻓﮑﺎﺭ ﺧﻮﺩﺁﯾﻨﺪ ﻣﻨﻔﯽ ﻫﻮﻟﻮﻥ ﻭ ﮐﻨﺪﺍﻝ ) (1980ﻭ ﭘﺮﺳﺸﻨﺎﻣﻪ ﺧﻮﺩﺗﻨﻈﯿﻤﯽ ﯾﺎﺩﮔﯿﺮﯼ ﺑﻮﻓﺎﺭﺩ ﺟﻤﻊ ﺁﻭﺭﯼ ﮔﺮﺩﯾﺪ.
ﯾﺎﻓﺘﻪ¬ﻫﺎﯼ ﭘﮋﻭﻫﺶ ﺑﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ ﻧﺮﻡ ﺍﻓﺰﺍﺭ ﺁﻣﺎﺭﯼ  SPSSﻭ ﺁﺯﻣﻮﻥ ﺭﮔﺮﺳﯿﻮﻥ ﺗﮏ ﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮﻩ ﻭ ﭼﻨﺪﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮﻩ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ
ﺗﺠﺰﯾﻪ ﻭ ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ ﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻨﺪ .ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ ﻧﺸﺎﻥ ﺩﺍﺩ ﮐﻪ ﻣﺪﻝ ﺭﮔﺮﺳﯿﻮﻧﯽ ﺑﺮﺍﯼ ﭘﯿﺶ ﺑﯿﻨﯽ ﺗﻌﻠﻞ ﻭﺭﺯﯼ ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ ﺍﺯ
ﺭﻭﯼ ﺍﻓﮑﺎﺭ ﺧﻮﺩﺁﯾﻨﺪ ﻣﻨﻔﯽ ﻭ ﺧﻮﺩﺗﻨﻈﯿﻤﯽ ﯾﺎﺩﮔﯿﺮﯼ ﻣﻌﻨﺎﺩﺍﺭ ﺍﺳﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺍﯾﻦ ﺻﻮﺭﺕ ﮐﻪ ﺍﻓﮑﺎﺭ ﺧﻮﺩﺁﯾﻨﺪ ﻣﻨﻔﯽ،
ﺗﻌﻠﻞ ﻭﺭﺯﯼ ﺭﺍ ﺩﺭ ﺟﻬﺖ ﻣﺜﺒﺖ ) ?=0/142ﻭ  0PP/05ﻭ  (r=0/219ﻭ ﻫﻤﺒﺴﺘﮕﯽ ﻣﻨﻔﯽ ﻣﻌﻨﺎﺩﺍﺭﯼ ﺑﯿﻦ
ﺧﻮﺩﺗﻨﻈﯿﻤﯽ ﯾﺎﺩﮔﯿﺮﯼ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻌﻠﻞ ﻭﺭﺯﯼ ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ ﻭﺟﻮﺩ ﺩﺍﺭﺩ ) P<0/01ﻭ  .(r=-0/397ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﯾﺎﻓﺘﻪ ﻫﺎﯼ
ﺣﺎﺻﻠﻪ ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮﺍﻥ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺍﻓﮑﺎﺭ ﺧﻮﺩﺁﯾﻨﺪ ﻣﻨﻔﯽ ﻭ ﺧﻮﺩﺗﻨﻈﯿﻤﯽ ﯾﺎﺩﮔﯿﺮﯼ ﻧﻘﺶ ﻣﻬﻤﯽ ﺩﺭ ﺗﻌﻠﻞ ﻭﺭﺯﯼ ﺗﺤﺼﯿﻠﯽ
ﺑﺎﺯﯼ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ ﻭ ﺍﯾﻦ ﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮﻫﺎ ﻧﯿﺎﺯﻣﻨﺪ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮﯼ ﺍﺯ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ﺩﺳﺖ ﺍﻧﺪﺭﮐﺎﺭﺍﻥ ﺍﯾﻦ ﺣﻮﺯﻩ ﻣﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ.
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M.A. Thesis:

Check your thoughts and self-regulation is secondary
school students making learning Batll
The purpose of the present research was to study the relationship between negative
automatic thoughts and learning self-regulation with educational procrastination among
second grade high school students. It was a descriptive-correlation research and included
250 second grade high school students of Sabzevar and they were selected by available
sampling. Data were obtained by educational procrastination scale (TPS), Holonokdal
negative automatic thoughts (1980), and Boofard learning self-regulation questionnaire.
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Findings were analyzed by SPSS software and multi-uni variate regression. The results
show that regression model is significant to predict educational procrastination from
negative automatic thoughts and learning self-regulation, so that negative automatic
thoughts predicts procrastination in positive direction (?=0.142, P<0.05). also, learning selfregulation predicts educational procrastination in negative direction (?=0.367, P<0.01). the
results show that there is positive significant correlation between negative automatic
thoughts and educational procrastination (P<0.01, r=0.219) and also there is negative
significant correlation between learning self-regulation and educational procrastination
(P<0.01, r=0.397). according to the findings, it can be said that negative automatic thoughts
and learning self-regulation has important role in educational procrastination and they need
more attention.
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